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Project Updates:

- Senate Presentations: added upcoming dates to the Senate presentations used last year for the purpose of easier conveying of information, shorter addresses, and to answer the most common question that comes up ("when does your committee meet?")
- Homecoming: encouraged Senators to participate in the SGA Homecoming team, explained the process of getting spirit points for events as well as the timeline for the week
- Guest Speakers: continued scheduling potential guest speakers for Senate, though the second half of this semester is very busy for administrators – potentially look into alternative Guest Speakers
- Red and Black Day: new version of campus invasion, Red and Black themed to build school spirit and worked with Campus activities to put it on. Survey results should be very helpful to discuss feedback from student population, turnout was less than stellar due to rain conditions
- Fixing the Website: website completely went down, has been hacked a number of times and IS will not let a hacked website advertising Russian pharmaceuticals stay up on the University domain. Working to recruit someone specifically for the website and potentially looking to develop a new website from scratch
- If I Were President (Aoun) Outreach: overall, got some solid feedback thanks to Dan from IIWP. Great idea that could easily be carried on throughout the rest of the semester and future years – gives students a different way of thinking about relevant issues

Scheduled Meetings:

- Senate – 10/1
- Guest Speakers – Charlotte Campus Regional Dean Cheryl Richards, GSG President Zach Pardey
- Homecoming BBQ with Alumni Relations Workshop on How to Engage Your Alum
- CBA Town Hall
- Red and Black Day
- Senate – 10/15
- WRBB Interview
- Student Leadership Day
- Cabinet – 10/17
- Senate – 10/22
- 1:1 with Petrin to discuss working relationship, Senate Speakers
- Cabinet – 10/24
- 1:1 with Carville to discuss updating website and archive with legislation and other documents